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with apprehension as the awakening of someone who has
been interviewed overnight.   The papers came; and at the
first glance we were still abroad, since nearly all of them
were foreign.   There was a grand profusion of news items
with a rich foreign flavour ; our startled photographs were
sandwiched in between a shooting in the mountains and
the eloquent pronouncement of a local statesman who led
a party with an unfamiliar name ; and the news from Eng-
land lurked in shy paragraphs where it was elbowed by the
latest from Berlin and election prospects in Jugo-Slavia.
For at this distance Europe was all one to a sub-editor.
As we turned over the little heap of newspapers, we reflected
with a thrill that we were six thousand miles from home
in a city that talked Spanish and was not so far from the
South Pole.   Then one of them fell open at a page that
looked unnaturally familiar.   For the whole paper was in
English; there was a good deal about a Test Match and
something that somebody had said in the House of Com-
mons.   It was, it positively was an English morning paper
written by Englishmen for Englishmen to read in Buenos
Aires (though it was evidently printed by someone who
was more familiar with some other language).   The royal
arms adorned its heading.    Even the local news was
British to  a fault, with intimations that the monthly
medal was to be played for this afternoon at Hurlingham
(of all places in the world to find below the Southern Cross),
that its well-wishers had made a triumph of the Hospital
Ball, and that the Scottish Ladies' Whist-drive had passed
off amid universal satisfaction at a place called Banfield,
a statement which received due confirmation in a photo-
graph of several ladies who were Scottish beyond doubt.
The correspondence columns were no less redolent of English
hedgerows; for " Indignant " breathed his low lament, like
nightingales in English woods, about the morning train-
service from Temperley, and " Angry Listener " reviled the
imperfection of the programmes.   It was a sudden vision
of England that would have brought tears to Mr. Baldwin's

